Knowledge
Mobilisation
Foundry is a strategic insight and
engagement consultancy that helps bring
water infrastructure ideas to life. We bridge
the gap between technical solutions and
society through effective communication.
Our unique combination of communication
techniques and water industry knowledge
enables us to get to the heart of the issue
quickly, define the problem and co-create
effective solutions to facilitate practice change.
We forge ahead!

To learn more about how we empower change agents and
organisations who are doing things differently, contact us at:
Phone (03) 9088 2011 Email admin@foundry.associates
Mail PO Box 23059 Docklands VIC 8012
Visit www.foundry.associates for more information

Expert knowledge is critical to solving the increasingly
complex problems we face today.
But how do we ensure knowledge is valued, mobilised
and disseminated so organisations are empowered to
influence practice change?

The work Foundry does through the Water Sensitive City
(WSC) Index benchmarking has had a big impact in Western
Australia. Their approach gets diverse people in the room
for the first time and expands the areas of concern, interest
and stewardship to beyond water to include liveability and
wellbeing. The impact of Foundry’s work with the WSC
benchmarking will continue to grow as Councils get on
board and discover a shared language to talk about and plan
for a water sensitive future.

Our vision is to fundamentally improve the way
we live by bridging the gap between technical
solutions and society.
Foundry helps design and deliver activities with
industry or community users to develop products,
disseminate knowledge and increase impact.
We develop tools and products for industry or research
organisations to facilitate knowledge mobilisation and
change industry practice.
We individually tailor a combination of assessment,
product development and engagement tools for each
client that enable organisations to:
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Ensure expert knowledge is reaching the right
people
Achieve adoption of new approaches
Demonstrate the impact of your knowledge and
innovation

Foundry helps organisations achieve adoption of best
practice approaches.

WE DELIVER
Opportunity Stocktake
A collaborative exploration and
prioritisation of existing engagement
opportunities to get your knowledge
out there.

Industry Engagement
Working with industry to develop
products or create opportunities
to enhance the translation of
knowledge into practice.

OUR CLIENTS INCLUDE

Building Water Sensitive Cities
Using industry-leading knowledge
and tools from the CRC for Water
Sensitive Cities to benchmark
performance, establish a vision, and
inform strategies and plans.

